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QUESTION: 30 
What are the core Rational products in the Enterprise Modernization Accelerator for 
Developers? 

A. Rational Requirements Composer, Rational Team Concert, Rational
QualityManager
B. DOORS, Rhapsody, Rational Team Concert
C. Rational Software Architect, ClearQuest, ClearCase
D. Rational Developer for z, Rational Team Concert, Rational Asset Analyzer

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 31 
The Rational Power Appliance is designed to improve programmer productivity, agility 
and the overall efficiency of the development process.What type of development team 
could take advantage of the Rational Power Appliance? 

A. RPG development teams
B. PL/I development teams
C. Java development teams
D. COBOL development teams

Answer: D 

Reference: 
http://www-01.ibm.com/software/rational/products/appliance/power/ 

QUESTION: 32 
What is one of the most common business reasons we hear from Power and System z 
customers for starting Enterprise Modernization projects? 

A. The need to transform IT from a cost to a value center.
B. Plan to begin developing complex systems on intelligent devices.
C. To ensure regulatory compliance through automated audit trails.
D. The need to manage and monitor their product portfolio as investments.

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 33 
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The highly productive environment for analyzing, coding, compiling, testing and 
debugging delivered by the Developer Accelerator can 

A. significantly reduce wasted time by generating project schedules
B. improve mainframe developers productivity
C. eliminate the requirements for software and subscription coverage for
everydeveloper
D. transformsand extend the connectivity of your terminal applications byextending the
proven business logic

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 34 
Rational provides migration services that can port expensive, proprietary legacy code 
such as Software AG Natural and Computer Associates Cool:Gen and Synon to 

A. HATS for immediate ROI without altering existing applications
B. a modern, open source language, EGL (Enterprise Generation Language)
C. Assembler language
D. DOORS to allow development teams to collaborate effectively onrequirements

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 35 

What tool could a customer use to create web services from legacy applications,
 
without altering those applications? 


A. Rational Asset Analyzer
B. Host Access Transformation Services(HATS)
C. Rational Build Forge
D. WebFix Application tool

Answer: B 

Reference: 
ftp://129.35.224.112/software/network/hostaccess/ApplicationTransformationforiSeries 
. pdf(page 7, second paragraph) 

QUESTION: 36 
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shop.

Answer: A 

Which of the following is TRUE when describing the majority of IT shop's 
development teams? 

A. They may be divided by geography, platforms and development languageskills.
B. They all use the same development tooling and language.
C. They always work in the same location.
D. They are all able to develop applications for all the hardware platforms in theIT
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